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Department:  Anthropology    Course:  Cultural Anthropology #100 
Year: 2013    Semester: spring #64883  
Faculty Member: Nicholas M. Magalousis 

 
 

1) Outcome to be 
assessed  
(verbatim and in the same 
order as in CurricUNET) 

 

2) Means of assessment 
and criteria of success 
(include % of students expected to 
meet criteria of success) 

 

3) Summary of data 
collected  
(include # of students assessed and 
% meeting each SLO) 

 

4) Analysis of data 
 

5) Plan of action/what to 
do next 

 
1-Discuss the contributions of 
anthropologists such as M. Mead, 
J. Goodall, D. Johanson and J. 
Steward toward the development 
of anthropological field research. 
 
 
2-Illustrate how applied 
anthropology can solve problems 
in forensics, language renewal and  
Social/environmental impact 
studies. 
 
 
3-Determine the importance of 
anthropological ethics when 
conducting participant observation 
studies of human populations. 
 
 
4-Critically analyze the positive 
and negative aspects of 
globalization on traditional 
cultures around the world and 
determine if ethnocentrism is 
involved in the modernization 
process. 
  

 
Assessment is made with: 

1- four multiple choice and 
2-  Two essay exams.  
3- Students also present their 

committee work to the class 
with a power point 
presentation.  

4- Students may take online 
pretests and  

5- Work in the Academic 
Success Center on Smartext a 
digitized portion of the 
textbook. 

6-  Students work in groups, take 
notes and travel to museums 
and cultural sites when 
possible.  

7- With the final students take 
an SLO test.  

8- It is expected that 70% of 
the students in class will 
pass 70% of each SLO 
question in the SLO exam 

 
 
 

 
SLO exam: 33 students in total: 
 
7 students=100% 
13 students=75% 
7 students=50% 
6 students=25% 
 
 
SLO: 
Additional breakdown 
 
#1=12 correct-37% 
#2=33 correct-100% 
#3=26 correct-79% 
#4=20 correct-61 
 
 
 
 

 
20 out of 33 students had SLO scores 
on exams of 75% or better- 
see Summary of Data 
 
 
Why such scores: 
1-some students focus on course work 
and do very well-several students did 
not purchase a textbook for this class 
 
2-unfortunatly some students may not 
be fully prepared or committed to these 
studies for a variety of reasons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We will talk with our department 
faculty in order to improve our 
ability and skill to help students 
learn. 
 
As teachers we try to help and 
motivate all students to learn and be 
engaged-we will continue to try new 
forms of motivation. 
 
Also we use SCC resources in order 
to help students financially and in 
many other ways such as with DSPS 
and SCC tutorial services.  
 
Students must be enculturated from 
many perspectives home and in the 
classroom. 
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COURSE SLO ASSESSMENT REPORT, SCC 

Department: __Anthropology_____________ Course: _100 tickets 64861 & 71052________________ 

Year: _____2013_____  Semester:_Spring__________ 

Faculty Member: __Robert Clifford___________________________ 

 

 

1) Outcome to be 

assessed  

 

 

2) Means of assessment 

and criteria of success 

 

3) Summary of data 

collected 

 

4) Analysis of data 

 

5) Plan of action/what to 

do next 

 

 SLO #1 
Discuss the contributions 

of anthropologists such 

as Margaret Mead, Jane 

Goodall, Donald 

Johanson and Julian 

Steward toward the 

development of 

anthropological field 

research. 

 

 

 

SLO #2 Not Addressed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was addressed with a 

series of multiple choice 

questions, which were 

given in an extra credit 

quiz that followed the class 

final. 

 

59 Students took this quiz.  

54 students passed the 

overall quiz (70% or 

better). 

 

 

Overall correct percentage 

for the class on these 

questions was 81%. 

 

All questions in this category 

received relatively high 

scores. With only one 

question returning an 

unusually low score.  

 

 

 

 

The overall correct 

percentage for these 

questions was 89%.Overall 

correct percentage for the 

class on these questions was 

72%. 

 

 

I believe my focus might 

be too narrow in this area. I 

would like to include 

questions pertaining to a 

broader range of 

anthropologists and their 

ideas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This reflects the lack of 

emphasis on applied 

anthropology in my 

classes. I am in the process 

of revamping my classes in 

this area. I plan on testing 

on this question next 

semester. 
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SLO #3 Determine the   

    importance of  

    Anthropological  

    Ethics when  

    conducting participant  

    observation studies in  

    human populations. 

 

 

 

 

 

SLO #4  

Critically analyze  the 

positive and negative 

aspects of globalization  

on traditional cultures 

around the world and 

determine if    

ethnocentrism is   

involved in the    

modernization process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Class Percentage: 

730/885 = 82%. 
 

 

Overall correct percentage 

for the class on these 

questions was also 81%. 

 

I emphasized this topic in my 

classes and hoped for a 

higher score (though it was 

still more than adequate). 

 

 

 

Overall correct percentage 

correct for the class was 

84%. 

 

I believe that this is an 

important emerging aspect 

of modern cultural 

anthropology and I have 

recently expanded the class 

time on this topic. I plan to 

expand in this area even 

further in the future. 

 

 

 

This classes’ scores were 

high overall. Not so much 

so, though, that I would 

consider them unusual – 

they are roughly what I 

would expect from a 

typical cross-section of 

SCC students. 
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